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AKJ ACCELERATOR WINS 2016 HFM EUROPEAN SERVICE AWARD
AKJ Accelerator, the leading turnkey, tier one hedge fund platform – owned and managed by
AKJ – was announced ‘Winner of Best Hedge Fund Platform’ at the 2016 HFM European
Services Awards, at a ceremony held in London on 21 st April.

The HFM Week European Services Awards are recognition and reward for those hedge fund
service providers that have demonstrated exceptional customer service and innovative product
development over the past 12 months.

Commenting on the industry accolade, Chairman & CEO of AKJ, Anders Kvamme Jensen said:
“Foremost, this award is testament to how since 2012, AKJ has helped funds succeed and
grow, providing our clients with the access needed to withstand the challenges of AIFMD. It is
this strength of offering, together with our transparent approach, that continues to resonate with
our clients and the next generation of entrepreneurial fund managers.

AKJ Accelerator

represents a genuinely unique and unrivalled solution to the fund manager and this award is
credit to the expertise and diligence of the team at AKJ”.
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Notes to Editors about AKJ:
AKJ is a prime brokerage and hedge fund service provider group established in 1995 and which serves
more than 100 global hedge fund and institutional clients in over 37 countries.
AKJ Accelerator is a leading turnkey, tier one hedge fund solution. Launched in 2012, it manages all
necessary components involved with the set up and day-to-day operation of a fund, with minimal
distractions for the fund manager. The cost effective solution is designed to ensure that the fund
manager operates within a global legal and regulatory umbrella, whilst providing a trading infrastructure
that doesn’t limit performance. AKJ Accelerator is owned by AK Jensen Group Limited and its
subsidiaries.

